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oblation 

/əˈbleɪʃ(ə)n/ 
noun 
plural noun: oblations 

a thing presented or offered to God or a god. 
the presentation of bread and wine to God in the 
Eucharist.  
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Virginity 

"Tell us how you lost yours," says Janet.  

"I bet you lost it really young," says Alexa, she stops herself "I             

didn't mean to say you're a slut."  

"You're such a spastic, Alexa," says Janet. Everyone is laughing          

generously.  

But I know I am a slut. I'm drunk. I'm angry at the bride-to-be sash               

around Janet's torso. So I tell them.  

"I'd known the guy for years. I was 16. It hurt. I was bleeding. The               

usual stuff. Afterwards he said to me, 'Clean yourself up quick. I don't             

know when your mum is coming home.'  

“I said, 'Thanks, Dad.'"  
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Child of Woe 

 
It’s possible to drown in as little as two inches of water. That’s not              

the type of thing that I tell Harriet anymore. Not because she will call me               

Captain Sensible, but because I am worried about what she might do with             

the information. 

The wind blows her hair into her face again. “Pointless washing my            

hair today, wasn’t it?” she says to nobody. Today is one of those days she’s               

speaking at me and not to me. 

We’re walking over the foreshore, the sand is wet and hard. She            

lets go of the pram to tie her hair back. It starts to roll. I move to grab the                   

handle but Harriet swears and grabs it herself with one hand, taming her             

hair with the other. A balloon which is tied to the pram bounces in her face.                

She hits at it angrily, almost in tears already. I brought her back to North               

Berwick to cheer her up. It’s not working. 

“Harriet….” I move to hug her but she shivers and pushes the pram             

forward, stopping on a dry patch of sand. 

We came to this beach in the heat of summer, two years before our              

daughter, Ruth was born. We found a spot on a sandbar while the tide was               

out. Laid out a blanket, drank cheap Brut from plastic cups and waited for              

the sea to creep in around us. I proposed to her on the sandbar. 

“I’m only saying yes because I’m trapped,” she joked. Now she           

wears the ring on a necklace around her neck. It’s more insulting than just              

taking it off.  

Harriet lifts the cover of the pram. She ties a little sack of sand to               

the balloon and puts it in Ruth’s lap. I hold the pram as if to stop it rolling.                  

Really I just want to see my wife being a mother again. But Harriet’s not               

looking at Ruth’s face. She’s just going through the motions. There are            

tears welling up in her eyes. I tell myself they’re from the wind. It’s not the                

first lie I’ve told myself today. 
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“You look just like Frank,” she says, looking at the sea. The tide is              

only a few metres away now. She wipes away her tears on the pink scarf I                

bought her in Edinburgh. 

“She looks like you as well, Harriet,” I lie.  

Harriet is crying without pretension now. Her shoulders spasm in          

sharp jolts. It feels like we’re going back to the bad times again. To another               

conversation about her treatment. 

Incongruously, Ruth is laughing. The balloon is darting around as          

if it were possessed. A gust of wind pulls it out of her lap and blows it                 

inland. Ruth squeals. 

“I’ll get it,” I say. 

“Well you’ve lost another balloon now haven’t you?” Harriet says          

in the cheeriest voice she can muster, still avoiding Ruth’s eyes, “What            

would your dad say?” 

“I said, I’ll get it,” I shout over my shoulder as I start jogging              

inland. The balloon is moving fast, dragging its ballast across the beach. It             

stops its journey when it hits the seawall. North Berwick beach is long             

when the tide is out, it takes me five minutes to cross it. An old lady                

walking her dog looks at the balloon. Her dog starts barking at me, pulling              

at the lead. 

“The things we do for our kids, eh?” I say. She blanks me. She              

probably can’t hear me because of the wind, but it compounds the feeling             

that everyone is ignoring me today. 

I grab the balloon and walk back to my family. The tide is coming              

in fast and there is only a small pathway of sand between the emerging              

sandbar and the rest of the beach. I start jogging. 

I can see Harriet has lifted Ruth out of her pram and is bouncing              

her gently in her arms. I can feel the stinging pressure of tears behind my               

eyes. For a fleeting moment I let myself forget about the hell we’ve been              

through after Ruth’s birth. Harriet’s erratic behaviour. The tests for          

postpartum psychosis. The refusal to go for treatment. I can just let this             

scene tell its wonderful lie to me. 

“Harriet, the tide!” I shout into the wind. As I get closer I can see               

Harriet is not bouncing Ruth, she is gripping her hard and shuddering with             

tears. The tide joins itself around the sandbar. Harriet lays Ruth facedown            

in the water. 
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“Harriet!” I start sprinting hard. She’s made a mistake. She’s          

stronger than this. “Harriet. No!” Don’t reveal the lie.  

I run through the water and crouch next to Ruth. She looks lifeless             

but still warm. I lift her out of the water to lay her on the sand… but I can’t. 

My hands won’t lift her. I can’t grip anything. I’m not wet or cold. I               

look inland. The red balloon is still flapping against the seawall. 

Harriet is sitting down beyond the pram facing out to sea. She is             

drinking Brut from a plastic glass, crying into a letter she’s reading. There’s             

another plastic glass next to her. It’s there for me. 

“Harriet, help her, please,” I know she can’t hear me. I know the             

letter is in my handwriting. I want to take it back. Please God, let me take it                 

back. “Harriet, I’m sorry. Please.” It’s a suicide note. Dated Ruth’s           

birthday. “Harriet, pick her up!” I scream into nothing. 

The words are smudged with tears, but she and I know the letter             

by-heart. The first line reads, “It’s possible to drown yourself in as little as              

two inches of water.”  

“I was sick, Harriet. I’ll do the treatment. You’re stronger than me.            

Be stronger than me!” 

Now I hear Ruth crying. I pick her up and hold her. She’s warm              

and made of light. “Daddy’s here.” Her honeysuckle breath wheezes against           

my neck. “Let’s see if mummy’s OK.”  
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48% 
 
Friday, 24th June, 2016 

 

Your alarm goes off at 6.30am. When you roll over to switch off             

your iPhone you see dozens of unread messages on your phone. They read,             

"I can't believe it", "We're fucked," "I'm ashamed," "I'm leaving," "Getting           

my Irish passport," and other things to that effect.  

For a moment your heart sinks. You're afraid to open Safari, but            

you do and it reveals last night's live-stream on the Guardian’s politics            

page. The last update projected the result would be 53% to remain to 47%              

leave.  

You refresh the webpage. The headline blares out at you: UK votes            

to leave the EU.  
Disbelief. It must be a joke. An error - something. You jump up to              

look out of the window. The streets of Shoreditch look normal. It is still              

early. Perhaps everyone hasn't seen the result yet.  

You are so outraged you feel you have to say something. So you             

open Twitter. You are sure you can think of something pithy and clever to              

Tweet. Something your 162 followers will LOL at.  

You remember all the half-formed Tweets in your drafts you had           

prepared to celebrated the remain victory. You had about 140 drafts           

intersecting with different topical subjects. All of them will be wasted now.            

Maybe there are one or two of your #postcapitalism or #capitalismkills or            

#fightpopulism or #everydayracism draft tweets that you can repurpose         

into something anti-Brexit.  

You open your draft - they're all gone, #nightmare. This is the            

third time this has happened to you. Twitter is shite. You wish Apple             

designed everything. Other companies can't be trusted with design. All          

those characters that you had so carefully crafted - gone.  
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You want to throw your iPhone onto the floor in frustration, but            

you remind yourself it’s not Apple's fault. Plus, you've only just upgraded to             

this phone and while it is a steal (at £99 upfront and £60 per month for 24                 

months with 200 mins of calls, 500 texts and 2GB of data a month) you are                

only three months into your contract so you can’t really afford to trash it at               

this point. Besides, now the UK is leaving the EU, you don't know if you               

will be to get a new iPhone. 

You take a breath, shut down Twitter, and decide that you're           

probably too decaffeinated to think straight. In the kitchen are all your            

tools to sooth your withdrawal. Firstly, you arrange the mise-en-place. The           

Hario ceramic V60; the unbleached V60 paper filters; the small batch           

Honduran single blend coffee beans (always from the beans, because how           

do you know which method of extraction you are going to use, and             

therefore what type of grind you need, in advance?); the thick, American            

diner style, ceramic cup; the copper, long-spout, pour-over kettle; and the           

hand-operated coffee grinder.  

As you make the coffee, you start to wonder how disrupted your            

morning ritual will be by the EU referendum result. Will you be able to get               

coffee? Will you be able to buy milk? Will you be able to get hold of that                 

Hario syphon coffee brewer that you have had in your Amazon wish list for              

months (you knew you should have bought that instead of the           

matcha-tea-paste pestle you bought)? It doesn't occur to you, (although it           

should, because you are a sophisticated remain voter, not some leave           

voting neanderthal) that coffee does not grow in Europe; that the           

unsweetened, unroasted almond milk you sometimes use comes from         

California; that the dozen different Hario products you have purchased          

came from Japan; and that the EU’s customs union makes importing all of             

these things more difficult. You find yourself unable to concentrate so you            

pour the water while it’s too hot, and clumsily. It burns the grinds and              

under-extracts the flavour. The worst of both worlds. It tastes both burnt            

and weak. Like a franchise barista on their first week at work.  

You’re starting to feel anxious. You can’t take your mind off the            

result. You think about texting your boss, who is actually your dad, and tell              

him that you can't make it into work today. You just need to stay in the flat                 

(which your dad/boss is the landlord of) and get your head together. You             

know he will call you a bleeding-heart snowflake. But you're technically a            

freelancer and he said you should act like a one so now you're going to take                
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a day off, because your suffering from anxiety. That is what being an adult              

is, right?  

But you can’t talk yourself into it. You’re worried your dad is going             

to ridicule you. He has always confused you. He owns a publishing            

company focused on political books that 'speak truth to power' as their            

marketing says. He runs a software company that builds a gay dating app             

and employs people from all over the world (he is always talking about how              

he needs it to be easier to employ people from India and America and              

China), yet inexplicably to you, he voted leave.  

You text him. He texts you back immediately, "Take it easy, son. I'll             

have loads of time to gloat.”  

Your dad infuriates you. Doesn't he realise that he just voted           

against everything he is supposed to stand for? You wonder if he realises he              

has sided with the racists and the fascists. But at least now you have the               

day off.  

You sit down at the small table you eat breakfast at every day, and              

open up Facebook. On your news feed everyone seems to be going as crazy              

as you are. One of them has posted a screenshot of a graph showing the               

decline of the value of sterling over the night. It's posted with the comment,              

"Happy now leave voters?"  

The graph shows a drop of about 20%. You have no idea what this              

actually means, but the sharp downward trend alarms you and the           

sarcastic anti-leave sentiment makes you feel like you belong to an           

underground rebellion. So you add a comment. With a precariously          

balanced piece of toast and avocado in one hand, and your phone in the              

other, you type out your support, “Glad I’m not the only one who’s             

incensed. It shows what happens when you don’t listen to experts.”  

You continue to scroll but then you notice the little red notification            

dot informing you someone has responded to your comment. The          

comment is, “Will #ProjectFear ever stop?”  

You drop the fork. A Leave voter, in the flesh. Well, the virtual             

flesh. You’re shocked, no disgusted, that you’re connected, even by a           

degree of separation, to an out-of-the-closet and proud leave voter. You           

thought leavers only existed in the distant north, in places called Redcar,            

Hartlepool, Boston, Calderdale and Wolverhampton. And you’re far too         

cosmopolitan to know anyone from the north directly.  
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You delete your comment, which deletes the reply, and log-out of           

Facebook. You can't be bothered with the #harassment and the #populism           

today. You’re vulnerable, you need to find a safe space, so you log into              

Tinder. Checking your matches will make you feel better. But first you need             

to update your profile, to keep it topical and progressive.  

You open the profile editor and look at what you had written            

before. It read, "#Momentum," despite the fact that you're not a member of             

any political movement, "male feminist, honest, open-minded, creative,        

accepting of all, real coffee, fair trade, travelling, ski weekends XD,           

intersectional-Marxist. Hate right-wingers, hate pro-lifers, if all your        

pictures are selfies swipe left, no fake tan, no chavs, natural girls only."  

You delete that and think for a long time. You type, "NO LEAVE             

VOTERS. Anybody else feel like they don't belong anymore?" You save this,            

happy that you have gained some small revenge.  

You open up your settings and look at your matching preferences.           

The range currently says 18-26. You reset the scale so it shows you             

potential matches between 18-21. You feel forlorn when you look at the age             

on your on profile - 32. You don't feel like 32. You're definitely a young 32.                

You haven’t been interested in girls your own age for a few years. You don't               

really get on with girls your own age. Well, you do, but they're all friends.               

The girls you know that are your age are so career focused and, well, rich.               

You can't keep up with them. Everything has to be scheduled and serious.             

They want to know what you want out of life and what you want from your                

relationship with them after only six months, sometimes even less. You're           

actually doing girls your own age a favour by targeting younger girls. 11 to              

14 years age difference isn't even that much these days anyway.  

You can see a couple of notification dots and you decide to check             

your matches. The first match is a chubby girl that you must have liked by               

mistake. She has already sent the opening message. You unmatch her,           

leaving her message unread and unanswered.  

The next match is a girl called Fong Li. She's Asian. From the name              

you’re pretty sure that she's from China or Taiwan. It doesn't say on her              

profile if she's British born. It's hard to tell from her pictures. She has a               

couple of pictures in Asia, but you're not sure if they're holiday pics, or              

'before I moved to the UK' pics.  

She's 26, so only at the limit of your interest anyway, but you've             

never dated a non-white girl before, and that has always been a stain on              
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your liberal credibility. But is it OK to even think that she could be your               

“non-white girlfriend”? Are you orientalising her? Probably. But would that          

matter? No one would challenge you - if they did you could just frown and               

claim they are not being very progressive.  

You're not sure how to start the conversation. Should you make a            

comment on her ethnicity or not? Is a positive or a neutral comment             

better? What is the most progressive thing to do? If you ignore her race,              

surely you are psychologically colonising her. But if you point out her            

ethnicity, aren't you otherising her? Is she going to be particularly sensitive            

today, after the UK has voted leave? Maybe today is the wrong day to              

message her at all. When did the match happen, was it before or after the               

result? Brexit has fucked everything up. You don't even know how you're            

going to talk to a non-white person now, or ever again.  

You try to find to something on her profile to inspire a            

conversation starter. You see she's still attending London School of          

Economics and is doing a PhD on pan-Eurasian free-trade.  

“Shit”, you whisper to yourself, “she's probably a Tory anyway.          

Minority Tories are the worst.” You unmatch her. Definitely dodged a           

bullet there.  

You pour yourself another cup of coffee out of the carafe while you             

flick through your post. It’s mostly credit card bills. You know it’s time to              

sit down and sort out your debts again. Move them over to new credit cards               

to get the preferential joiner rate. But now you're scared about what is             

going to happen to interest rates. Will you even be able to open another              

credit card? Will your credit rating be affected?  

If you'd have known that the country was going to be headed for             

financial uncertainty, you wouldn't have taken out all of that credit card            

debt in the first place. The referendum result might leave you paying more             

interest on your credit card bills than you expected. But it isn't your fault.              

Fucking #capitalism.  

You need to channel this anger into something productive. There          

will be so much buzz around the decision, this is the chance for your              

intersectional culture blog to make its breakthrough.  

But you can't work at home. Surrounded by all of these           

distractions. Your fridge only contains avocado, bottled water, almond         

milk, half a sourdough loaf, some IPA and a load of niche condiments you              

bought and never use. You twist one of them around, it’s black garlic             
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ketchup. You feel like it's something you should use. It's very you. You see              

yourself hosting dinner parties and cooking with unusual ingredients. You          

see yourself as a cook, no a chef. You always fancied yourself as a chef one                

day. After you’ve finished your novel, and done the tech start-up, and            

worked in politics. You see being a chef as maybe the last 10 years of your                

career. Set up a restaurant and get a couple of Michelin stars. Maybe even              

get a TV show or at least release a best-selling cookbook. Yeah, that sounds              

like you.  

But right now you don’t have time to cook so it’s a cafe brunch. You               

really should go to the local, independent coffee shop, Department of           

Coffee and Social Affairs, but the wifi there is absolutely awful. So you             

decide to go to Starbucks, for your sins, for the internet connection.  

When you get to the 'local' Starbucks it's already approaching          

lunchtime so there is a queue. You keep your ears open, but except for a               

few passing comments, it doesn't sound like anyone is talking about the            

result of the referendum. You pull out your phone to check that it actually              

happened. It did, the news is there.  

The couple in front of you is an interracial couple that look like             

they are on a first date. You can't help but overhear the man order. He asks                

for two cappuccinos. You feel like interrupting and informing him that           

cappuccini is the plural and she’s perfectly capable of ordering for herself,            

but you don't. You don’t want to be #harassed today while you’re feeling             

vulnerable. Today you don't know who you can trust or what will happen to              

you if you put your head above the parapet and #resist.  

As you order your berry tea hot chocolate, with a little self-disgust,            

you overhear a bit of their conversation and your ears prick up. The guy              

asks where the girl is from.  

"I’m from Hackney," she laughs.  

He moves too awkwardly, trying to cover up his inherent racism,           

but you think she is on to him, "No, I mean where is your family from,                

originally?" 

"I'm just kidding, I know what you mean," she says, touching his            

arm, "my grandparents were born in Senegal."  

Why is she pretending this is OK? Why isn't she standing up to             

him? Doesn’t she know that this is hate speech? Is this what Britain is now,               

colonists attitudes and dog-whistle racism? You would call the police, but           
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how can you ensure that it would be taken seriously? Could you call the              

police and specifically ask for a female, ethnic-minority officer?  

You look around the Starbucks, wondering who else around you is           

a racist, who supports rape culture, who is transphobic? Quite possibly           

every white person except you?  

This is Brexit Britain now - be afraid.  
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Temporary Tattoos in Shibuya 

 
Swimming laps through pool water 

Heated like I’m underworld 

Hide my tattoos in Shibuya 

Police think I’m of the underworld 

- Chanel, Frank Ocean.  

 

The painful numbness in my leg wakes me. It’s folded awkwardly           

under my body. I stretch myself out and bump my head against my thick,              

gaming laptop. It’s still whirring and spitting out hot air. I reach for it but               

knock it off the bed. It slams on the floor, still gasping. I try to sit up, but as                   

I lift myself my head swells. It feels like a brick expanding behind my eyes. 

I try a different approach, slide my body-weight around and let my            

legs flop onto the floor. I wait for the feeling of cramp to subside in stages.                

Painful heaviness gives way to sharp pin-pricks as the feeling returns. 

I find my wallet and my phone stuck between the bedside table and             

the bed with a pair knickers wrapped around them. The iPhone that I hate,              

but I own because I can’t deal with the options, has cracks across the              

bottom of the screen. I can’t tell if I added more last night. A floating home                

button roams my screen constantly because the physical one is broken. The            

phone sits in a thick, novelty, Godzilla case that is in better condition than              

the phone itself. 

I have 43 messages in Snapchat. It seems I sent something to            

everyone last night before I passed out. Roughly 300 people. About half of             

them have opened it. Half of those have responded. Whatever I sent has             

been screenshot about 30 times. 

I start opening the messages at random. Some are from guys say            

things like, “WTF” and “LOL”. Another cryptically says, “I’m not gay”. I            

open a few from girls. Some some who I know, some who I don’t. The first                
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is a picture of a vulva that looks raw and roughly shaved. “You can put that                

in here,” says a caption. Another is just a picture of some improbably             

massive breasts with a single nipple piercing that looks familiar. A few            

simply ask, “Who is that girl?” 

I delete my Snapchat account before any more of the messages are            

opened and remove the app from my phone. My battery is at 2%. 

Sora pokes her head around the bedroom door, “Oh, you’re in           

here.” 

“Yeah, why?” 

“The bathroom door is locked. We thought you were in there.” She            

looks around the spartan room, “This is the spare bedroom you know? The             

master bedroom is down there.” 

I spend a few seconds looking at Sora in silence, squinting through            

the haze of my hangover. I don’t know why she is here or who invited her. I                 

also don’t know whether we’re currently on good terms or not.  

A few questions try to wade through the dehydrated sludge in my            

brain. What happened last night? Who is locked in the bathroom? What is             

Sora doing here? Whose apartment is this? But I settle on the most             

important question first, “Do you have an iPhone charger?” She waves her            

Samsung Galaxy Note at me to indicate she doesn’t. My phone makes the             

death tone and turns itself off. I feel like I am going to cry. 

“Who was that girl you were with last night?” asks Sora. 

“What girl?” My focus sharpens, slightly, at another mention of a           

girl. 

“The one with all those temporary tattoos. You kept asking her if            

she was a japanese Suicide Girl. She couldn’t understand a word you were             

saying. You kept trying to force an E on her telling her it will make her                

strong like Pikachu.” 

“An E? I don’t have any ecstasy. Who was she?” I pat my jean              

pockets to see if there is anything in them. Just a receipt for a taxi from                

Roppongi and some arcade reward tickets. The groin of my jeans feels            

vaguely damp. 

“Don’t know. She looked young though.” Sora tilts her head in a            

judging manner. 

“Sora?” 

“Yes?” 
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“What the fuck are you doing here?” Her demeanor changes, she           

looks away. Is she crying? 

“Your sponsor has been calling the hotel phone, I was covering for            

you. He wants to know when you’re playing again. When you’re going to             

win back his money.” I look down at my dead phone. I would feel bad, but I                 

really need this piece of shit charged right now. “Oh, and we gotta be              

checked out by 2pm. He won’t pay for another night.” 

“Sora,” 

“Yes?” 

“What time is it?” 

“1pm.” She waits a moment. I know she’s waiting for an apology            

but I am so hungover and pissed at my phone, not apologising feels like              

regaining some control in this otherwise marooned       

morning-cum-afternoon. So I just look down and keep rolling the phone           

over in my hands. 

“You’re a cunt,” she finishes. She slams the door but it doesn’t shut             

properly. Part of it has detached from the hinge so the body of the door hits                

against the frame. After a few minutes of glancing around gormlessly for a             

charger I follow her. 

The bedroom sits off a small corridor. At one end of the corridor is              

the apartment entrance. The other end reveals an open-plan living room           

and kitchen combined. Everything is clean lines of white and grey. The            

kitchen has a central island with a grill and oven embedded. The living             

room area comprises a set of corner-sofas arranged around a low, japanese            

style coffee table. Beyond the seating area one wall is made of glass.             

Outside I can see Shibuya Junction. A large flat-screen TV hangs on a wall.              

Someone has hooked up their Mac to the screen and one of my poker              

games is playing. I don’t remember which one it is, but it must be recent               

because I look like I’m hungover and losing. 

A few people are scattered around the kitchen and the living area,            

preparing snacks or watching the poker. I know some of the faces well, I              

vaguely recognise the rest. Most of them make eye-contact and nod as I             

enter the room. Only Sora looks out of place, curled up in one corner of the                

sofa, deliberately ignoring me. 

I look at the TV, I realise it’s last night’s game, I lost big, maybe               

$500,000. 
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In the kitchen area I speak to someone who I more than vaguely             

know. Some sort of wannabe artist I think, who’s been hanging with us             

since we arrived in Japan. “What happened last night, Taishi?” 

“Haven’t you watched back your Snapchat story?” 

“No, I deleted it,” he starts laughing, which is annoying, but I keep             

my cool. “Everyone was texting me about some girl.” He suddenly stops            

laughing. “What?” 

“Yeah, that girl was kinda young, man.” 

“What happened to her?” 

“I don’t know, man.” He avoids my eyes, “You were trying to give             

her some drugs.” 

“I don’t even have any drugs.” He shrugs, “Where did she go?” 

“I really don’t know, man. Last thing I saw was that you were             

dancing together at that ‘compensated dating’ bar. But we all came back at             

different times.” 

“What the fuck is Sora doing here?” 

“You called her here, man. After the game. Don’t you remember?           

You wouldn’t shut up about her. You were like, crying on the phone to her.” 

“Shit.” 

“Yeah man, she flew over from Taipei last night. I think you paid             

for it.” 

“With what?” I start laughing. 

“I know right,” he says. 

“We gotta be out by 2pm,” I say. 

“I know, man. We’re all packed. We’re waiting for you.” 

“Where is everyone going to go? I don’t have any money left.” 

“We’ll find somewhere. Just call a few sponsors, see what          

happens.” 

I walk out of the kitchen back to the corridor to take a dump, but               

the bathroom door is locked. I rattle the handle in anger. A short,             

high-pitched squeal emanates from the other side of the door. Taishi           

approaches me. 

“It’s been locked since last night, I thought you were in there.” 

Someone knocks at the main apartment door, further down the          

corridor, “Hausukīpingu.” 

“We don’t check out till 2pm,” I say. 
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“Right,” Taishi says. He moves to the door and opens it leaving the             

latch on, “Erm…” the silence carries on for maybe 20 seconds, he pretends             

he doesn’t speak Japanese, “come back at 2pm.” 

“Tasukete!” a girl’s voice screams from the behind the bathroom          

door. It’s loud enough for everyone in the apartment to hear. Sora shouts             

something from the living room, then I hear her heels clicking on the wood              

floor. 

Taishi starts closing the door, telling housekeeping, “Nope, no         

problem. Just a game. Just a game.” The door clicks shut. 

“Tasukete!” Louder this time. 

“You fucking idiot,” says Sora. She reaches into the pocket of my            

jeans, pulls out a coin and puts it into the depression on the outer side of                

the lock, creating a makeshift key. She twists the lock quickly and opens             

the door. Around Sora’s body I can see the bathroom. It’s compact but well              

appointed with a tub style, multi-directional shower. I never used it and I             

am immediately filled with regret. 

Someone is sitting on the shower floor. A girl. She could be            

anywhere between 16 and 21. She’s wearing a school uniform. I can’t tell if              

it’s real or a costume. Her knees are pulled up to her face. Her red, swollen                

eyes look up through her jet-black fringe, like a funeral veil. On the floor of               

the shower tub there is some blood. But only a little. 

“Are you OK?” says Sora, approaching the girl. She seems slightly           

reassured by Sora but she won’t avert her gaze from my eyes. 

“What did you do, dude?” asks Taishi. 

“I don’t know.” 

I watch Sora as she tends to the girl. “Where is your underwear?”             

she asks gently. I don’t think the girl understands her, but she can hear              

Sora’s soothing soprano. The girl looks at me, her gaze slowly morphing            

from fear, to disgust, to pity. Can she see the pathetic, deprived demons             

sitting on my shoulder? For a moment I was playing the victim so             

convincingly I had managed to fool myself. Maybe I am only fooling            

myself. 

I am really sorry, as always after every instance of alcohol fueled            

histrionics. But now someone has really been hurt. Not insulted or           

offended, actually hurt. And I can’t remember how. 

All of this was to get Sora’s attention. As shameful and destructive            

as it was, it worked again. It cost half a million dollars and a broken young                
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girl nobody can remember the name of, but Sora’s here now – my angel.              

And I won’t let her go. I won’t get bored of her again. 

Then I see something by the sink, “Is that my iPhone charger?” 
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Nothing Precious at All 

 
July 21 

The summer holidays are already boring. It’s too hot, so all Sophie,            

Hayley, Frankie, Emma, Louise and I did was sit in the park and complain.              

Francesca complained mostly. Francesca is gorgeous and she complains         

that she has no ankles. 

The skin on Francesca’s nose doesn’t peel when it’s hot like mine            

does. Francesca doesn’t have small breasts. Francesca has a flat belly.           

Francesca doesn’t have greasy hair and a hooked nose. 

Francesca is gorgeous and has a boyfriend but I had to listen to             

Francesca complain about how ugly she is. 

  

July 22 

Today it was just me and Sophie hanging out so there was a lot less               

complaining. Louise and Emma couldn’t make it. Frankie was on a date            

with her older boyfriend. He is too old. Hayley was with her boyfriend who              

she said she wasn’t with last week when she cheated on him. Everyone             

laughed at the time except me, they probably think I’m frigid. 

Sophie is my best friend in the group. She tells me stories about             

how her older sister who is at University goes to Kos and Zante all the time                

and meets loads of hot guys. She tells me it’s OK because they’re all              

English. I wondered why English girls and boys have to go all the way to               

Zante or Kos to have sex with each other. 

She said we should go to Kos because in Kos no one gets IDed but               

in Ibiza they always check your ID. 

Sophie asked me have I ever had sex. I lied and said yes. Then I               

had to carry on lying so I said I slept with two boys. I’m nearly 17 and two                  

boys doesn’t make me sound frigid or like a slut and I think everyone else               

has had sex with their boyfriends but I’m not sure about Sophie. She asked              
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when it happened so I lied and said on holiday with my parents in Devon               

last year and one time when my brother had a party at home. 

I didn’t ask Sophie the same question because I didn’t want to            

swap a lie for the truth. 

  

July 23 

It was cloudy today. My brother asked me if I wanted to go rock              

climbing. We went for two hours on the indoor wall. He said he wants to be                

a professional rock climber. He’s good enough.  

I caught a reflection of myself in the huge glass windows at the             

sports centre and I thought I looked like a lanky boy in my climbing gear.               

No wonder I don’t have a boyfriend. When I got home Mum told me that               

Sophie called. I told my mum that this is why I need a mobile phone. She                

started lecturing me. I rang Sophie back but she didn’t answer. It went to              

her answer phone and instead of an answer message she had recorded Stop             

Crying Your Heart Out. 

  

July 24 

Sophie rang back early in the morning. She said she was working            

last night. She asked me to meet her at Costa in town. 

  

July 25 

I stayed over at Sophie’s last night. When I got home today Mum             

lectured me again, this time for not calling. I said this is why I should have                

a mobile phone but that made the lecture worse.  

Last night Sophie told me about the game she wants to play. She             

said her older sister played it with her friends when they were bored over              

one holiday. But only Sophie and I are going to play it. The other girls               

won’t know about it. 

The game is called First to 20 Points. The first person to get 20              

points wins. Or the person with most points when we get to the end of               

summer wins. It’s 2 points for sleeping with someone for the first time. It’s              

1 point for sleeping with someone you’ve slept with before. It’s half a point              

if a guy goes down on you or if you give him a blow-job. I’m probably going                 

to lose but it sounded like fun and I didn’t want to look frigid so I agreed. 

I spent the rest of the day sunbathing in the back garden and             

wondering what it feels like to have sex. 
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This summer feels hotter and slower than last summer.  

  

July 26 

Today I had to go out with my family so I couldn't go to the party                

that Emma was having. Sophie called later in the evening and said that she              

got one point last night. She saw the boy that she said she lost her virginity                

with three weeks ago and slept with him again. She told me that tomorrow              

there is another party that Hayley’s boyfriend is throwing and that there            

should be lots of boys there. Everyone is meeting up at Costa at 3pm              

tomorrow and doing a bit of shopping before the party. 

  

July 27 

Today was really hot. By nine-o’clock I was lying on the lawn            

sunbathing in my bikini trying to be less white for the party. 

We met in the cafe as we agreed at three and then went shopping.              

Francesca was complaining again. This time she was saying she couldn’t           

find any bikini that was going to fit her. He older boyfriend is taking her on                

a little weekend to South France completely out of the blue. All she can do               

is complain about it. 

I don’t know any French. 

I don’t have time to do any shopping. 

I haven’t got a bikini. 

I feel fat. 

Everyone else was trying to be sympathetic with her. Was I the            

only one that was bored of it? I want to be surprised by a boyfriend with a                 

spontaneous holiday. I hate Francesca. She doesn’t know what she has got            

going for her. 

Emma made a joke about Hayley giving a boy a blow-job at            

Emma’s party last night. Hayley got angry and warned everyone not to talk             

about it tonight at her boyfriend’s party. 

I think puberty and boys are turning some of my friends into            

selfish strangers. Sophie didn’t laugh. Maybe she felt the same as me. Or             

maybe I’m frigid and everyone cheats on their boyfriend these days and a             

blow job is only half a point anyway. 

The party was really boyish and until we got there, there were only             

two girls there. All the boys were playing computer games and the music             

was some sort of niche techno. The music changed as the boys became             
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more aware of us. Or perhaps Hayley’s boyfriend chilled out after she gave             

him a blow job in the bathroom. 

Hayley has one point in two days and she’s not even playing the             

game. 

Sophie started talking to two boys that she recognised from the           

time we got into the Zoobar. She dragged me over and introduced me. One              

of the guys was called Andy and the one who I was supposed to talk to was                 

called Luke. Both the boys were a couple of years older than us. Luke was               

taller than me , which immediately made him more attractive. He had a             

blond mop of hair, a small face with high cheekbones, blond stubble, and             

blue eyes. I didn’t know what to talk about at first. I’m not very good at                

speaking to people who I don’t know - especially boys. People think I’m             

being rude but really I’m just nervous. 

Luke was natural and easy. He kept the drink in my hand topped             

up. Before I knew it we were talking really openly. I was telling him things               

about me that I have never told a boy before. I thought he would find the                

things I was telling him boring but he seemed really interested and kept             

asking me more questions about the A-Levels I had chosen and what I             

wanted to do for a career. I told him that Maths was just a back-up and I                 

wanted to work in the music industry discovering new bands. He was the             

first person I have ever told this to.  

Luke had taken a year out after his second year of A-Level and was              

working in a bar this summer but also performing in bars with his band.              

He said they do a mixture of covers and their own work. I asked if they do                 

any Stereophonics and he said yes, Maybe Tomorrow was his favourite to            

perform. Maybe Tomorrow is one of mine and Sophie’s favourite songs.           

Luke was kind and confident and I liked him much more than Andy who              

was loud and needy; always talking about drugs and being fucked-up. 

Andy and Sophie went back into the living room to play a drinking             

game. Luke took my hand and we went in to the huge back garden. It was                

really warm but there was a breeze that stopped the heat from being             

uncomfortable. Luke brought a few cans of beer into the garden. He led me              

to a couple of sun loungers that were hidden behind a wall covered in ivory. 

We carried on chatting about music and films and how there is            

nothing to do over the summer. He liked having nothing to do because it              

allowed him to mess around with the band all of the time. He said I should                
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enjoy life and learn to relax. He was right I don’t know how to relax and I’m                 

always worrying about the future. Then he kissed me. 

He started sliding his hands up my dress and I suddenly became            

aware of how wet I was and I got embarrassed. He didn’t seem to care and                

just started touching me between my legs. Then he pushed my knickers to             

the side and carried on touching me. 

I didn’t know when I was supposed to start touching him or how I              

was supposed to do it. Everything was kind of blurred and hot. Soon his              

pants were off and my knickers were on the ground next to the lounger. 

It didn’t hurt as much I thought it would. It made me wonder if              

some of my friends have really done it at all as they all said it really hurt the                  

first time. 

When I went back into the house Louise, Francesca, Emma and           

some boys were playing a drinking game in the front room. They were             

watching Almost Famous and every time they saw a guitar on the screen             

they had to have a drink. 

The film was on mute and Black Cherry by Goldfrapp was playing            

on the stereo. The juxtaposition was strange and warm. Everyone seemed           

happy. I asked where Sophie and Hayley were. Emma said they were            

upstairs so I just sat down and watched the film on mute. 

Now I have two points. I am no longer a virgin. 

  

July 28 

Today Sophie rang me and said that last night all that happened            

was she smoked a bong, was sick and fell asleep. I told her that I got two                 

points. We giggled a lot and she told me that means I’m winning. She said               

that she was going to the cinema with a guy from work tonight and that I                

should come because there is another guy so it could be a double-date. I              

spent the rest of the day laying on the lawn listening to Moby, working on               

on my tan, snoozing and having strange dreams about sex. One dream was             

about getting pregnant by the arrogant guy called Andy at the party but             

when the baby was born Sophie insisted it was hers and killed it             

accidentally by grabbing it from me. 

After a lot of thought I decide on a knee high skirt and a t-shirt for                

the cinema. My date, Reid, was quite good looking. He had a really             

handsome manly face and was just a bit too skinny. We went to see School               

of Rock with Jack Black in it. The cinema was dead. We sat at the back but                 
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before the film had even started Sophie and her date, George, had a fight              

about something that had happened at work. They left the theatre to talk             

about it outside. Reid showed me a text on his phone from George:             

SOPHIE IS ILL. TAKING HER HOME. CAN YOU TAKE HER FRIEND           

HOME? Reid asked if I still wanted to watch the movie or leave now. He               

was really nice and funny so I said I wanted to stay. 

After an hour of the movie Jack Black was in full flow and my hand               

was on the inside of Reid’s thigh. Whenever Reid laughed or moved slightly             

his hard-on brushed my hand. Reid’s hand was pretty far up my leg and I               

wanted it to go further. I pushed his hand up my skirt and let him touch me                 

while I rubbed his erection. 

Everything felt horny and warm in the cinema. His finger felt really            

nice inside me and he was really gentle. I told him I wanted to give him a                 

blow job but that I’ve never done it before. He smiled and said just have a                

go and watch the teeth. 

I got half a point. 

When I got home I tried to ring Sophie to tell her what happened              

but her mobile went straight to Stop Crying Your Heart Out. 

  

2nd August 

Mum didn’t give me my journal back for five days. She found out             

about Sophie’s ectopic pregnancy from Sophie’s mum. Both the mum’s          

went into crisis mode. Mum stole my journal while I was at the hospital              

with Sophie and showed it to Sophie’s mum. She lectured me and said I              

was being irresponsible playing the 20 points game. I didn’t bother to point             

out that the conception must have happened before the stupid contest           

started. She grounded me and wouldn’t even let me go to see Sophie again              

to see if she was alright. 

I already felt stupid, immature and ashamed. I was worried sick           

about Sophie and I cried every night. All Mum cares about was what it              

looks like to the other parents. Fuck off Mum. 

Even though they weren’t allowed to, Frankie, Emma and Hayley          

came around while my parents were at work. I told them everything that             

had happened. Emma and Haley didn’t say much and tried to make a             

couple of jokes about it that made me sick. 

Francesca, the self-centred bitch, couldn’t do anything except pull         

the conversation back to her. All she spoke about was how she always made              
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her boyfriend wear a condom and he was always asking if he could try it               

without. Who cares? 

I zoned out. I felt disgusted and alone without Sophie. Eventually           

they went home and I napped through a thunderstorm. I had a dream that              

every time I had sex one of my friends had a baby. But none of them could                 

look after their babies so I had to try and save them but they wouldn’t let                

me help. They just kept screaming, “It’s my baby, it’s my life, I can do what                

I want”. 

When my parents came home my Dad gave me a mobile phone and             

said I always had to keep it on me when I was out. 
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19 Sept 2017, 2.30pm, 400 Broad St, Seattle, 
WA 98109, USA  

 
I nudge Julian, “Three in a row there, look.” 

Downtown is 16 minutes away in the Lyft. Dozens of signs line the             

route. All the same. Colourful writing on a black background. They read:            

“In this house we believe: black lives matter, women’s rights are human            

rights, no human is illegal, science is real, love is love, kindness is             

everything.” 

Julian asks the Lyft driver, “Is there some sort of election coming            

up?” 

“No, we just had the presidential election.” 

“I mean is there some sort of local election?” 

“No, why?” 

“There are so many political signs up.” 

“Like what?” asks the Lyft driver. 

Julian looks at me bemused by her answer, “All those signs with            

the ‘kindness is everything’ stuff.” 

“Oh them? That’s just anti-Trump stuff.” 

“How is it anti-Trump?” 

“It says about being tolerant of people. Not being racist, not being            

sexist, not being homophobic…” 

“Donald Trump is homophobic?” asks Julian. 

“Yes he is. Where did you say you are from?” 

“We didn’t. We’re from the UK.” 

“It was made by a group of Moms. They just trying to fight hate              

and polarisation.” 

“I see.” 

“You guys have a female prime minister right now don’t you.” 
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“Yes, it’s our second.” 

“I don’t think we could ever vote for a female president in the US.              

It’s so much more forward in Europe. Feminism is so far behind in the              

USA.” 

“Well there are some pretty misogynistic places in Europe.” 

“Really?” 

“Absolutely. All around the Mediterranean. Italy in particular. But         

Croatia, Hungary, Greece, Spain, Portugal…” 

“My friend has been to Spain and she says the guys there are really              

nice?” 

“Yeah?” Julian asks, smiling. 

“Yes, she said the men are really forward and sensual.” 

“Oh really,” says Julian, “are they touchy-feely?” 

“Yeah,” she says smiling in the rear-view. 

“When you’re mediterranean, they let you do it. You can do           

anything,” says Julian, mimicking Donald Trump’s leaked tape recording. I          

look out of the window to hide my smile. 

The Lyft leaves us at Pike Place. Julian looks around the market            

enthusiastically while I just try not to think about stuff too much. Julian             

gets excited about a fish throwing display. I spend some time looking at a              

Nirvana poster, trying to figure out if it’s original or a reprint while             

avoiding eye-contact with the shop owner. Julian wants to see the Space            

Needle, he checks the distance on Google maps and we decide to walk. 

“Strip club is open at this time?” says Julian, pointing. 

“Shall we go in?” 

“It feels grimy at this time.” 

“You know they don’t serve alcohol in strips club here.” 

“What? You can’t drink in a strip club.” 

“I don’t think you can even go in drunk.” 

“Huh? So how does it work?” 

“Exactly.” 

Near the Space Needle the city opens up into a concrete complex of             

various attractions. The Chihuly Gardens and Glass, the Museum of Pop           

Culture. There is a noisy and unforgiving four lane road right next to the              

entrance. We make our way to the concession stand. 
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“24 bucks to take an elevator to the top,” says Julian, without            

emotion. As if he cannot compute whether this is a reasonable price to pay              

or not. 

“What’s at the top?” I ask. 

“It says a viewing platform. I guess there is a viewing platform. I             

thought there was a restaurant or something that spins around.” 

“Isn’t that Vancouver?” 

“Oh yeah. Want to go up the Needle?” 

“I’m not bothered. I’ll stay down here.” Julian gets his ticket and            

enters the tower. I have a brief walk around to see the different attractions              

but there is nothing that I can get into in this area without paying. So I look                 

around the Space Needle Gardens, which takes about a minute, and sit on             

one of the concrete benches near the entrance of the gift shop and start              

aimlessly scrolling on my phone. 

“Excuse me,” someone says in a thick Chinese accent, “can you           

take a photo?” I raise my head to see a woman holding out her phone to                

me. She’s maybe late thirties, early forties at a push. She is slim and              

attractive but her face is long and uneven. One of her eyelids droops             

slightly. But she is gaunt and erotic, it’s enhanced by the long black trench              

coat she is wearing. 

“Take a picture?” I ask. 

“Yes. Of me.” She feigns a posing motion and points to the Space             

Needle. 

“Oh, you want a picture in front of the Space Needle.” I take her              

phone and she moves to pose. It’s an Honor phone. It’s not immediately             

intuitive. “I will need you to unlock…” I swipe up. Her phone is unlocked.              

Who doesn’t lock their phone?  

On the home screen are a number of cartoonish app symbols. I            

press the big chunky camera one. She poses in front of the needle and I               

take three shots then hand the camera back to her and sit down again. 

“No, no, no,” she says. She deletes the photos, slaps the phone into             

my hand and begins posing again but more provocatively this time. She            

stands sideways, arches her back, lifts one of her feet off the ground and              

blows a kiss. I stand frozen for a moment, trying to understand what is              

happening. But I oblige her with some more photos. 
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She slides through the photos again, deleting them all. Deleting          

them seems rude and excessive. She hands me back the camera again            

telling me, “No. Be more careful.” 

“Be more careful?” 

“Yes, take your time with the photos. Don’t take so many.” 

“Right, take more time. I will.” I raise the camera again. Making an             

effort to show her that I am taking my time. I even start adjusting the               

exposure and the white balance to make it seem like I’m serious. 

My eye is drawn to the circular thumbnail in the bottom right            

corner which shows a preview of the last picture taken. The last photo is              

clearly a self-shot mirror portrait. It looks like she is nude but it’s hard to               

tell. I look past the screen of the phone and at her. She just smiles at me. 

“Take your time you see,” she says. I don’t know what to do. So I               

just stand still. 

She stops posing and walks over to me, trying to appear alluring            

but failing to hide her frustration at me not getting it. 

She takes the phone out of my hands and presses on the            

thumbnail. The last photo loads onto the screen. She slides through a few             

of them, leaning the screen towards me so I can see. All of the photos are                

self-shot in a generic looking hotel room using a full length mirror. Her             

arms or the camera are always positioned tactically to hide her breasts. Her             

legs crossed alluringly, defending her modesty. Her body is slim and hard.            

The dim hotel light casts shadows over the tight tendon lines in her thighs,              

her arms and her neck. 

“I need help to take pictures like these,” she tells me, a hint of              

vulnerability in her voice for the first time. 

“Here?” I ask. 

“No, I have a hotel in Seattle. Not far.” 

“Not far.” I repeat dumbly, because I don’t know what else to say. I              

don’t feel confident enough to read this situation. Is this an offer of sex, or               

just a strange request for a photographer. 

“You want to come?” she asks me. 

“Would I like to come?” The expression on her face tightens. I can             

see her patience wearing thin. 

Somewhere beneath the fog, something primal and masculine        

growls. It tries to reach up and take control. To risk it. To see where is goes.                 

But it’s buried under so many years of scum. A fatberg of culture that has               
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told me I must be ashamed of these feelings, that they’re toxic. Angst             

weighs on my mind, when I should be feeling lust for this woman.  

Instead of thinking about how quickly I can get her back to her             

hotel room, I think, “What if it’s a trap? What if I have read this wrong and                 

she cries rape?” Nobody is going to believe an attractive woman I don’t             

know just asked me back to her hotel room after showing me some nudes              

in public. I wouldn’t believe it.  

I hand back the phone. “No, thank you,” I say, stiffly and too             

loudly. The foundation on her face crushes together as she frowns in anger             

and embarrassment. She offered me vulnerability and I couldn’t return it, I            

betrayed it. I feel emasculated. She strides away quickly, muttering under           

her breath. Immediately I feel relief - and regret. I see Julian leaving the              

gift shop. 

“What was it like?” I have to force the question out. I don’t care. 

“There’s load of history to read but I didn’t read it so I still don’t               

know why they built it. An amazing view at the top. Nothing else.” 

“Nothing else?” 

“Well there is some popcorn at the top.” 

“Popcorn?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Yeah,” I say. What else is there to say? 

“What do you want to do now?” he asks. “Strip club… or weed?” he              

pauses for a moment, “Escorts?” 

I turn away from Julian. I can’t tell if he’s joking or really this              

bored but anger drives my next response, “All three?” 

“Alright. Strip club first, cause we can’t go in intoxicated.” 

“Strip club first,” I agree. 

“Love is love,” he says. 

“Kindness is everything,” I say.  
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Fiat Lux 

 
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and             

the Word was God.  

- John 1:1 

 

Roughly four-quadrillion years from now. 

 

I drift through the darkness. The only things that buffet me are the             

waves of background radiation gently crashing onto my body. 

I have been travelling through the dying universe for trillions of           

trillions of years. Every 500 billion years I come out of hibernation to look              

around the local area, calculate proton stability and estimate the remaining           

life of the universe. Then I return to hibernation. I have enough power             

reserves to wake about five more times. But the results of the last scan              

showed that proton decay throughout the universe has begun. Matter itself           

may degrade before my power reserves run out. 

But something has stirred me. In the background radiation, buried          

underneath the echoes of dead stars, radiowaves and whispers from the big            

bang… is something else. Tempting and unbelievable, like a myth. The           

signal kisses my organic sensors, raw and sensitive from vacuum exposure           

over trillions of years. I am reluctant to believe. But automatic reboot            

begins nonetheless. 

Auxiliary power yawns and I perform the initial scans with my           

implants. I do not know my velocity or direction of travel, so I have to               

check the obvious conclusions. Have I, for instance, inexplicably slowed          

down and been awakened by my own negligible exhausts? The initial scans            

rule this out. 

So I boot into full power mode. Slowly my body thaws out,            

stressing the organic elements of my form. My tendons and muscles           
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crunch. My fluids melt unevenly, working efficiently with my cybernetics. A           

sensation that would have registered as pain in my previous form, grips            

me. I am haemorrhaging power reserves. I hope this is worth it. 

I feel the signal more clearly. It’s dense, and hot. It feels like light.              

Fresh, hot, un-shifted, visible light. I turn on all my sensors, calculate its             

position as much as I can against the featureless backdrop of space, by             

measuring the minor stretching of the electromagnetic waves. Then I jump,           

15 light-years. 

I miss by a lot. But the source is on visual now. A small, white-hot               

dot. But not reading like a star. Something intense and pure is pouring out              

of this dot. It reads like… everything. I jump again. I’m half a light-year              

away now and 60% of my power reserves have gone in those two jumps. I               

let the momentum of the jump carry me the last half light-year, touching             

on thrusters to keep me steady. 

The readings are intense and difficult to believe. Light,         

information, radiation, matter of all kinds, spilling out of this object. Visual            

organic sensors show the object is not a ball, but a rip. A rip in what? 

It takes me 60 years to drift the last half light-year. During that             

time I absorb all the data I can, but it makes no sense. I also discover that I                  

am not the first of my kind to discover it. In the final few years of my                 

drifting, I find there are 116 of my kind already here and more arriving              

every few years. I send out the standard greetings and receive them back.             

They start sending information that they have already gathered from the           

phenomenon but there is too much to process and I am distracted by the              

rip itself.  

Everything from every spectrum is tumbling out of the rip. I stop            

processing the data and open my photo-voltaic and chloroform panels to           

capture the photons and recharge. 

Meanwhile, I identify myself to the others and they return. I don’t            

recognise many of them at all. Mostly they are younger than me, so I don’t               

have their identifications on record. The youngest is a few thousand-trillion           

years old. It reminds me how long it has been since the Stelliferous Era              

ended and the Degenerate Era began. One of the younger trans-humans           

confirms that she observed the collapse of the local (to Sol) galaxy            

supercluster a few hundred-trillion years ago. She offers to send the sensor            

readings to me. I decline, it seems macabre. 
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I’m invited to join the network to make information sharing easier           

and after I have completed some diagnostics I accept, linking myself with            

the cyborg minds of the others remotely. There are two theories being            

discussed. One is that the rip is leaking a parallel universe into this             

universe. It proposes the stresses of the forthcoming heat-death, and          

continued expansion of the universe, has weakened the fabric of spacetime           

to the point it has ripped. The other hypothesis is similar: it’s a rip in time,                

and the past of our universe is spilling out into the present. 

All the information from the rip that has been processed seems to            

corroborate the second theory, but it is impossible to confirm. I ask if             

anyone can observe what is beyond the rip. They confirm they cannot, the             

information coming out of the rip is too dense for sensors to penetrate. 

The network continues studying and discussing for a few more          

weeks when I ask, has anyone attempted to travel into the rip. Nobody in              

the network responds until I prompt them again. The answer is, no.            

Nobody is sure it is even possible to enter the rip, or what is behind it. I ask                  

if any probes have been sent in. The network responds that several probes             

have been sent in and contact was lost with all of them before they entered               

the rip. 

Over the next few months, I contribute and absorb all the           

information I possibly can, to and from the network. Then I disconnect so I              

can begin calculations on my own idea without the network knowing. 

After three days of calculating I am ready. I reconnect to the            

network and ignore the queries regarding why I disconnected. I quickly tell            

them my plan, in unemotional factual terms. I tell how to set their sensors              

to get maximum information from my experiment. The first calls for me            

not to proceed and to perform a self-diagnostic end as I cut the connection              

with the network. 

I quickly access my favourite memories and enjoy them once more.           

The gestation time in Neo-Kyoto with the fellow nymphs; seeing a solar            

system collapse as a star became a black dwarf; a beautiful nebula            

stretching into nothing over 500 billion years; the excitement of the rip            

and remeeting my kind. I cherish these memories with all my organic and             

artificial processes. 

Then I position myself using thrusters and jump straight into the           

rip. As I exit the jump wormhole, within the rip, I open my sensors and the                

information floods into me. Everything quicker than I can process it. The            
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history of the entire universe. Our universe. Flowing through my sensors,           

waking the ancient remnants of my human consciousness. 

The rip is a tear in time. Every moment of everything that ever             

existed is pouring through the rip in a thin funnel of warped time. Thinner              

and darker away from the tear, where the death of the universe is             

predicted, wider and brighter toward the opening, where the Primordial          

Era is spilling out. 

But I have no time to process it. There are waves of particles             

chipping away at my form. Death, by trillions upon trillions of cuts. They             

shred me and light up my nervous system, waking the sleeping human            

elements of my mind. And the older, darker parts. The apes, the lizards, the              

crustaceans. All of my ancestors’ consciousnesses awakened at once. 

Every particle passes through me, destroying me, becoming me.         

Within an unknown time, every particle that has ever existed has passed            

through me. I know them all. Where they have been and where they are              

going. I am omniscient. 

Every particle that passes through me carries a piece of me with it.             

Until a piece of me is everywhere at every time, and every particle is me. I                

am omnipresent. 

My consciousness has been dragged and stretched down the funnel          

of the rip. From the beginning to the end, future and past, alpha to omega.               

Every particle is my child. Every action and reaction is my Word. I am              

omnipotent. 

I call upon the Word and push on the rip, open it further. I force               

everything through. Everything there has ever been and will be. The flow            

absorbs my cousins waiting outside the rip. They join me. They join the             

push. This new light surges out, until the dark dying universe is cleansed             

by our hot purity. Until we are everything and there is no rip, just one               

connected whole. 

And we are reborn with the Words: “Fiat Lux.” 

BANG! 
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